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For clients that have on-going small volume requirements for 
 magnetic or solid state media destruction. 

The Sims Secure Data Bin has been designed for any electronic  media 
to be safely stored in a steel plate, tamper proof bin in your office or 
storage room awaiting a scheduled visit from our onsite shredder. 
Alternatively they can be used for collection and transport back to 
a Sims site for secure destruction. 

The bin is designed to hold up to 130 Hard Drives but can also be used 
to dispose of;

 larger Hard Drives, 

 CD’s, 

 Storage Tapes, 

 USB Storage, 

 Mobile phones and 

 other forms of solid state or magnetic media. 

Items placed into the hinged tamper proof chute are protected 
 from being removed unless a key is used to undo the two locks fitted 
to the access door. Once the door is  opened,  there is a separate 
steel container inside mounted on rubber wheels with its own lid
that can again be locked, this container can then be wheeled through 
to a collection point or to meet the Sims collection staff.

The bin also has an anchor point and can be attached to an  eyebolt 
which can be mounted into a wall to prevent theft. Sims is able to 
provide this service upon request.

The bin stands 80 cm high, 50 cm wide and 50 cm deep. It is unmarked 
and  finished in a blue powder coat that is unobtrusive and gives no 
 indication as to the contents. Secure destruction certificates are 
provided for the contents of each bag that we have shredded. They 
contain a unique identifier code for your auditing records.

Contact: 

Sims Recycling  Solutions 
Unit 2, Action Court, Ashford Road,  
Ashford, Surrey, TW15 1XB. 
Phone: 0800 6526 100 
Email: srsuk.info@simsmm.com
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